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Abstract

This technical report presents our solution for Waymo
Open Dataset Challenge 2023, Motion Prediction. The
goal of motion prediction is to predict the future trajec-
tory given a historical trajectory and corresponding envi-
ronmental information, e.g., neighbor agents and surround-
ing map. Our solution builds more capacious query sets
to represent multimodal motion modes based on a query-
based motion transformer framework (MTR [6]). Moreover,
an extensively modified polyline encoder based on an FPN-
style network is used to capture rich spatio-temporal fea-
tures, and a “DropKey” trick is adopted to enhance the gen-
eralization of the transformer model. In the ensemble step,
our solution adopts a similar-mode ensemble, which inte-
grates the trajectories and corresponding scores from dif-
ferent models for each individual query. On the Waymo Mo-
tion Prediction v1.2 dataset, our method achieves 45.61%
on the validation set and 44.80% on the testing set in terms
of average mAP. Our solution ranked 2nd in this challenge,
and we hope this solution could provide useful guidance for
future work.

1. Our Solution

Recently, the query-based methods [1, 5–8] achieve
advanced performance in motion (trajectory) prediction,
which generates additional query (location point or trajec-
tory) to represent the multimodal motion modes. Due to the
effectiveness of the query, our solution builds capacious
query set to better represent multimodal motion modes.
Moreover, an extensive modified polyline encoder is used
to capture rich spatio-temporal features and a DropKey
trick is used to enhance the generalization of the transformer
model. In the ensemble step, a similar-mode ensemble is
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used to integrate the trajectories and corresponding scores
from different models for each individual query.

We use a modified query-based motion transformer
method as our basic framework referring to MTR [6] as
shown in Figure 1. In the rest of the report, we mainly
introduce our modified parts (Marked with color boxes in
Figure 1) and how to incorporate the modified parts into the
MTR. To make a clear clarification, the sign in this report is
the same as the MTR.

1.1. Capacious Query Set

The multimodality of motion prediction shows the diver-
sity of future motions, such as turning left, right, or going
straight. The proposed capacious query set is obtained by
clustering the training dataset to represent this multimodal-
ity. Given the training set, we normalize the trajectory of
the training set with two steps. First, the beginning point of
the trajectory is translated into the origin of the coordinate
system. Second, we rotate the trajectory to align the X-axis.
In the implementation, we empirically use the direction of
the initial point of the trajectory provided in the dataset as
the rotated angle.

Once obtained the normalized trajectory, we extract the
goals (endpoint) of the normalized trajectory. These goals
are clustered into K cluster centers by the K-means algo-
rithm. The K cluster centers clustered from real trajectories
could represent diverse motion modes. Thus, we regard the
K cluster centers as our capacious query set I ∈ RK×2.

Our capacious query set is used to place the static in-
tention point, which is a part of the Motion Query Pair as
shown in Figure 1.

1.2. Modified Polyline Encoder

Referring to MTR, we first obtain the input representa-
tion of the agent and map. Specifically, we use the vec-
torized representation and agent-centric normalization strat-
egy to generate the history state of Na agents as Ain ∈



Figure 1. Overview of our modified framework.

RNa×t×Ca and road map Min ∈ RNm×n×Cm , where t is
the number of historical frames, Ca is the dimension of each
state, Nm is the number of map polylines, n is the number
of points in each polyline, and Cm is the dimension of each
point.

Our modified polyline encoder shown in Figure 2 uses
an FPN-style network [3] to extract agent features and
map features on the history state Ain, and road map Min.
Specifically, with the input features of agents or maps, we
firstly leverage a multi-scale 1D CNN layers to effectively
extract the spatial features in Ca dimension. With the stride
of 2, the CNN extracts the features in a larger spatial scale.
The sum of different level features enriches the represen-
tation ability of encoder. Then, we further utilize a linear
layer to gather the temporal information and obtain spatial-
temporal feature.

The output agent features Ap ∈ RNa×D and map fea-
tures Mp ∈ RNm×D are fed into the Transformer Encoder
as shown in Figure 1.

1.3. DropKey Trick

To enhance the generalization of the Transformer, we
use the DropKey [2] trick in the attention mechanism at the
training step. Specifically, the pseudocode of DropKey is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of DropKey

# N: token number, D: token dim
# Q: query (N, D), K: key (N, D), V: value (N, D)
# use_DropKey: whether use DropKey
# mask_ratio: ratio to mask

def Attention(Q, K, V, use_DropKey, mask_ratio)
attn = (Q * (Q.shape[1] ** -0.5)) @ K.transpose(-2,

-1)

# use DropKey as regularizer
if use_DropKey == True:

m_r = torch.ones_like(attn) * mask_ratio
attn = attn + torch.bernoulli(m_r) * -1e12

attn = attn.softmax(dim=-1)
x = attn @ V
return x

To incorporate it into the framework of MTR, the Drop-
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Figure 2. The architecture of our modified Polyline En-
coder (Inputting History state for illustration).

Key is directly added to the multi-head attention module in
the training step, while the DropKey is removed in the in-
ference step. Note that the dropout of attention is removed
when DropKey is available.

1.4. Similar-Mode Ensemble

In the ensemble step, we adopt our similar-mode ensem-
ble strategy to integrate the trajectories and corresponding
scores from different models as shown in Figure 3.

Given the model set {F1, ..., FM}, each model predicts
K trajectories and corresponding scores. Note that each
model uses the same K static intention points (i.e., our pro-
posed capacious query set). The trajectory Jm

k ∈ RT×2 and
corresponding score Sm

k ∈ R1 is the k-th predicted trajec-
tory of model Fm, where T is the length of future trajectory,
k ∈ {1, ...,K}, m ∈ {1, ...,M}. Since the K predicted tra-
jectories correspond to the K static intention points one by
one in MTR, we assume that the k-th predicted trajectories
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Figure 3. Illustration of our similar-mode ensemble.

{Jm
k }m={1,...,M} have similar motion modes. Therefore,

the predicted scores {Sm
k }m={1,...,M} are the correspond-

ing confidences.
Based on this assumption, we conduct the model ensem-

ble in confidence ensemble and trajectory ensemble, respec-
tively. For the confidence ensemble, we calculate the aver-
age score of M k-th trajectories as follows:

Ŝk =

∑M
m=1 S

m
k

M
, (1)

where Ŝk is the confidence of the k-th predicted trajectories.
The trajectory ensemble is conducted on the goals (end-

point) of M k-th predicted trajectories. Thus, we generate
M goals {G1

k, ..., G
M
k }, which are first averaged as follows:

Ḡk =

∑M
m=1 G

m
k

M
, (2)

where Ḡk is the averaged goal of the k-th trajectory. How-
ever, the average position can not ensure the Ḡk is the way-
point that meets the scene content. Thus, we take the closest
endpoint Ĝk with Ḡk as the final expected goal. The cor-
responding predicted trajectory Ĵk of Ĝk is the final k-th
predicted trajectory.

For K predictions, we can obtain K trajectories
{Ĵ1, ..., ĴK} and corresponding confidences {Ŝ1, ..., ŜK}.
Finally, a Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) [4] is used to
filter the invalid trajectories referring to MTR.

2. Experiments
2.1. Implementation Details

Settings. The number of cluster centers K = 64 in our
capacious query set. The history states have t = 11 frames
with the dimension Ca = 11. We select Nm = 768 nearest
map polylines around the interested agent. Each polyline of
the road map has n = 20 points with the dimension Cm =

2. Both the dimension of agent features and map features
D are set to 256. The “mask ratio” of DropKey is set to
0.3. For other hyperparameters, we follow the setting of
MTR. The detailed settings on MTR can be found in the
https://github.com/sshaoshuai/MTR.

Ensemble. For the model ensemble, we use M = 12
models to obtain the final performance on the testing set.
The model list is as follows:

1) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set and the
DropKey;

2) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set;
3) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set and the ran-

dom mask;
4) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set and the

Modified Polyline Encoder;
5) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set, the Modi-

fied Polyline Encoder, and 9 original Transformer Decoder
layers;

6) MTR integrates the Capacious Query Set, the Drop-
Key, and soft label supervision;

7-12) The corresponding finetune version of model 1) -
6) on the validation set.

The random mask is a data argumentation that randomly
masks 15% input polylines. Add, the soft label supervision
is replacing the one-hot label in Decoder Loss of MTR by
the SOFTMAX of the negative distance between the goal
and static intention point. The finetune versions are gener-
ated by finetuning the models on the validation set with 10
epochs and the learning rate is set to 6.25e− 06.

2.2. Experimental Results

Ablation Study. The experimental results of the ablation
study on the validation set are shown in Table 1. Specifi-
cally, compared with the baseline method (MTR), the Drop-
Key improves the mAP from 0.4202 to 0.4389 and the ca-
pacious query set improves the mAP from 0.4202 to .4494.
What’s more, the fully modified method achieves 0.4561
performance in terms of mAP. These experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our modified parts.

Results on Testing Set. As shown in Table 2, the
IAIR+(ours) is our best submission, ranking 2nd in the
Waymo Open Dataset Challenge 2023, Motion Prediction
Track. The IAIR+(w/o finetune) is the first submitted result
that does not finetune on the validation set. It shows a lower
performance demonstrating the effectiveness of model fine-
tune.
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